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Maribeth Dwyer
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FOR RELEASE SUHDAY,

MARCH 31

"What's the younger generation coming to?"
One answer Is that they’re coming to the Montana Science Fair at Montana State

.ing scientific phenomena that many of their elders can’t even pronounce.
The stage is set at the MSU Field House for the impressive springtime spectacle
that shows off the top high-school scientific talent in the state* according to Dr*
R. A. Diettert* chairman of the MSU Department of Botany and Microbiology and direc
tor of the fair.
The elite contestants in this sweepstakes won places in district fairs* enti
tling them to compete with their peers for prizes that include two expense-paid
trips to the National. Science Fair-International at Albuquerque* I. M.* in May.
The Montana fair is affiliated with National Science Fair-International* spansored by Science Service* a nonprofit organization for the popularization of science.
Science Service started the bald rolling with a national fair in Philadelphia* Pa.*
in

1950>

in which

13

affiliated fairs took part.

Last year’s national fair* at Seattle* Wash.* displayed 387 exhibits from 208
area fairs in which thousands of schools were represented.

The growth of the

Montana fair* now in its eighth year* has matched the national pace.
Joseph H. Kraus* coordinator of National Science Fair-International* describes
a science fair as "a collection of exhibits designed by students of pre-college age.
Each exhibit is developed to show a biological* chemical* physical or technical prin
ciple* a laboratory or other procedure* an industrial development* or an orderly col
lection of anything which may be fitted into the broad concept of any branch of pure
or applied science."
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This definition leaves room for a vast variety of exhibits in the 10 official
categories of the senior division., Dr. Diettert notes.

;

The scope of a science fair

challenges the judges, who rate exhibits on creative ability, scientific thought,

i
thoroughness, skill, clarity and dramatic value.

And it guarantees that some

wondrous sights are in store for those who will view the dazzling display in the
MSU Field House next weekend.
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